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ABSTRACT 

Petri net models have been characterised to create array 
languages. In array generating Petri nets arrays are utilised 
as tokens in the initial places, instead of black dots. 
Triangular exhibits and triangular models are generally 
found in the literature in writing on picture preparing and 
scene investigation. Picture age should be possible from 
multiple points of view in formal dialects. Petri net models 
to create rectangular exhibits and hexagonal picture 
languages are also seen in the literature. We use this 
information from the literature in Petri nets generating 
diamond arrays. The catenation of upper cone arrays and 
lower cone arrays to a diamond array results in a similar 
diamond array. 
 
Key words: Petri net, array languages, diamond array, upper 
cone array and lower cone array. 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Petri nets were introduced in the year of 1962 by Carl Adam 
Petri.[1]. Petri net models to produce rectangular arrays have 
seen in [2, 5]. In such Petri nets arrays are taken as tokens 
that reside in the places. Transitions are assigned with 
conditions. So when an enabled transition fires it removes an 
array from its input place and catenates an array and deposits 
it in the output place. By defining a labelling feature for 
transitions over an alphabet, the set of all firing sequences, 
beginning from a selected preliminary marking to a finite set 
of terminal markings, produces a language over the alphabet 
[3,4]. Hexagonal picture languages were also generated by 
Petri nets [6,7, 8]. 
Petri nets were also been used in generation of the password 
[9, 10], multi factor authentication [15,17], ATM PIN [16], 
CAPTCHA and lCAPTCHA [12-14] generation. Colour 
Petri nets and timed colour Petri nets were introduced for 
password generation[11]. Password and authentication 
issues are addressed by various researchers in finding better 
solution towards rectification [18-21]. Motivated by these 
concepts we have defined a notion of diamond arrays 
generated by Petri nets. In this concept upper cone array and 
lower cone arrays over a given alphabet are taken as tokens. 
Transition labelling is assigned with upper/lower catenation 
rules. Firing the transitions continuously, removes the initial 
array from the input place and joins the upper cone array or 
lower cone array  according to the condition assigned with 
the transition and moves it to all the output places. 

 
All such arrays reaching the output place is called language 
produced by the Petri Net structure. We name the resulting 
array as Diamond array token Petri Net structure(DATPNS). 
We can apply these concepts in our life in tile pasting and 
kolam generation.  

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We first recall the basics in Petri nets,array generating Petri 
nets and see the notations used.  
 
DEFINITION 2.1 
We define Petri net asN = [P,T,I,O] where }{ ipP  ,i = 

1,2,3,.......n is a finiteof non-empty places. }{ jtT  ,j = 
1,2,3.......m is a non-empty set of transitions. Iis aninitial 
function from which an arc starts and end at the transition.O 
is an outgoing function to which an arc ends which run from 
the transition. 
 
DEFINITION 2.2 
 A Petri net is said to be a marked Petri net  0M  when 
tokens are assigned in the initial place. During the 
implementation of Petri net, position of these tokens will be 
changing continuously. 
 
In this paper Diamond array, upper cone and lower cone 
arrays are used as tokens. 

3. ARRAY GENERATING PETRI NETS (AGPNS) 

In AGPN models the tokens are arrays over a given set of 
alphabets.The firing in these models depends upon the 
conditions assigned to the transition in the net. 
 
DEFINITION 2.3 

An AGPNS is a 5-tuple ],0,,,[' FNN   where N is a 
Petri net structure  is the set of alphabets,  set of 
conditions given to the transitions, 0  is the initial array 
which assigned in the initial place and F is the final set

][ PF  . 
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3.1 Notations that are used 

 Let   be the finite set of symbols. **
s Denotesthe array 

which is got from the set of elements of . The magnitude 
of a Diamond array is calculated as follows.Let S be a 

Diamond array of magnitude “n”. Let 'S be the array that we 

get after joining the upper cone and lower cone. Adding 'S
with S the length of the array that reaches the end places is 
n+2.It is an mm  square array in which some positions 
(elements) will be blank. 

Example 1: Let the diamond array be    
a

aaa
a

S  Size 

of this array is n=3 which is defined by its total no of rows 
or columns(which are equal). It is similar to an 3 x 3  square 
array in which the elements in the 
positions(1,1),(1,3),(3,1)and (3,3) are blank. 

Similarly let  S = 

a
aaa

aaaaa
aaa

a

The size of the array is n 

= 5(i.e. n+2) (number of rows or column which are equal) It 
is similar to a 5 x 5 square array in which some elements in 
the places 
(1,1),(1,2),(1,4),(1,5),(2,1),(2,5),(4,1),(4,5),(5,1),(5,2),(5,4)a
nd(5,5) are blank. 

4. CATENATION RULES 

We use the following four catenation rules. The symbols 
which are assigned to the transitions are defined as follows. 

1.  catenates the array in the upper direction. 
2.  catenatesthe array in the lower direction. 
3. <catenatesthe array in the right hand direction. 
4. >catenatesthe array in the right hand direction. 

 
The arrays used in the net  are over the alphabet{a,b} which 
are defined as follows. 
 
 

a
aaa

a
S   ,        

aa
aa

a
B 1     ,        

Diamond                       upper cone 
 

a
aa

B 2  B3 = 

b
b

b
b

b

 

 lower cone   Left cone                          

B4  =     
b

b
b

 

 
 
 
It is defined as S B1which joins the upper cone B1 with the 
array S that come from the  inicial place and takes the 
resulting array to the final  place. 
Let us consider the following example. The array in the 

initial place be
a

aaa
a

S   

Let the catenation rule is define as )1()( BSt  . It 
removes S from its input place and joins the upper cone to 
its top and pushes the resulting array to its output place.The 
resulting array reaching the output place is  S = 

a
aaaaa

aaa
a

 

4.1 Lower Catenation Rule 
It is defined as S B2 which joins the lower cone B2 with 
the array S that come from the initial place and deposits it to 
the final  place.  

 For example let   S = 

a
aaaaa

aaa
a

is an array that come 

from the input place and B2 is the lower cone array define as 
in fig.A . Let the catenation rule be defined as 

)2()( BSt   Which removes the array S from its input 
place and joins B2 in its lower side . The resulting array 

which is moved to the  output place is S  = 

a
aaa

aaaaa
aaa

a

Which is the diamond array of sizen = 5, in which some 
positions are empty. 
 
4.2 Left Catenation Rule 
We define the left catenation rule as S <B3which joins the 
left cone with S that come from the input place . Consider 
the following example. Let S be the array in the start place   

a
aaa

a
S  Let the catenation rule is define as

)3()( BSt  . It removes S from its input place and joins 

 Right cone                  
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the left cone to itsleft side and pushes the resulting array to 

its output place. The resulting array is S =

b
ab

aaab
ab
b

. 

4.3 Right Catenation Rule 
We define the right catenation rule as S >B4which joins the 
right cone B4with S that come from the input place . 

Consider the array in P1 S =

b
ab

aaab
ab
b

.Let the catenation 

rule define as )4()( BSt  . It removes S from its input 
place and joins the right cone to its right hand side and puts 
the resulting array to its end place. The resulting array is 

 S  = 

b
bab

baaab
bab

b

Which is also a diamond array of size 

n = 5, in which some positions are empty. 

5. SET OF RULES ASSIGNED FOR FIRING 

We discuss the following three enabled transitions in 
DATPNS.  
(i) A transition ‘t’ which is not assigned any condition will 
be firing only in the case that all its  initial places have 
similar arrays as tokens. In all the other cases the transition 
will not fire. 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig.1 and fig.2 shows the position of tokens before and after 
the implementation of the net. 
(ii) If the initialplaces of the transition do not have same 
arrays as tokens then the conditions to the transitions should 
be specified. If not the transition will not fire.When a 
transition fires it takes an array from the initial place and 

catenates the array specified with the transition and puts it in 
the output place. 

6. PETRI NETS GENERATING DIAMOND ARRAY 

Definition 3.1 
Consider the Petri net model C = (P,T,I,O, , 0 ,F) with 

diamond array over the set of alphabets   with the initial 
marking P:0  with the condition of at least one 
transition being Upper or lower cone rule and F is a finite set 
of end places  ][ PF  then the Petri net  is denoted as 
DATPNS. 

 

 
Definition 3.2 
 
IfCisa DATPNS thenwedefineCas }{)(  SCL with 
arrays taken from the set of alphabets ,and assigned in the 
initial place. All the conditions for the transitions are fixed. 
The group of arrays that are collected in the end place F are 
called the language produced by C. 
The arrays which are used in the Petri net structure over the given 
set of alphabets reside in the input places. When all transitions 
fires, these arrays transformed from the initial place to any set of 
the final place. The language produced by the net is the collection 
of arrays arriving the final set of places.  
 
6.1 Firing Rule 
 
Let a transition‘t’ have assigned a condition S*B, where * denotes 
any one of the following directions{  and,, }. S is a 
given Diamond array which is in the input place, B is 
predefined upperor lower or left or right cone . Then firing 
the transition removes S from its initial place and joins B 
and moves it to the output place 
 

Example 2Let  FCC ,0,,,'   be the net generating 
Diamond array, where C is the basic Petri net,  = {a} is the 
leater set,   is the set of catenation rules assinged to the 
transitions, 0 is defined as the inceptive array assinged in 
the begining place. The array  inceptive array in the begining 
place 1P be S and }1{PF   is the sub set of final set. 
  }1{1 PtI   ,   }2{1 PtO   ,   }2{2 PtI  ,
  }1,3{2 PPtO  . The arrays used in the net are taken from 

Fig.A. 

 

  

S S 

  

  S 

1P3 

P P
 

P
 

P3 

P2 

Figure 1 : Position of 
token before the 

implementation of the 

Figure 2 : Position of token 
after the implementation of 

the net 
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7. PETRI NET GENERATING DIAMOND ARRAY 

The starting array S is the Diamond shape of size 3 which is 
in the initial place P1. On firing t1 removes S from P1 and 
joins the upper cone B1 and put in the output P2 enabling t2 
for firing.  On firing t2 removes the array from P2 and joins 
the lower cone B2 and deposits the resulting array in both P3 
and P1. Moving the array to P1 enables t1 to fire.  

The firing sequence 0,)21( nntt   puts a Diamond spiral 
of size 12 n , 0n  in Place P3 and P1. The language 
generated by these DATPNs is a set of Diamond spirals. The 
resulting array is a Diamond array which is similar to an m x 
m matrix where m = 3, 5, 7, 9……….. in which some places 
are empty as explained earlier. The net which generate the 
diamond array is as follows. 
 

 
8. THE RESULTING ARRAY GENERATED BY THE PETRI 
NET 

a
aaa

aaaaa
aaaaaaa

aaaaa
aaa

a

t

a
aaa

aaaaaaa
aaaaa

aaa
a

t

a
aaa

aaaaa
aaa

a

t

a
aaaaa

aaa
a

t

a
aaa

a





21

21

 

Figure 6: Diamond array 

Example 3:Consider one more example. Let 
b

bbb
b

S   

which is in the  place 1P  and }1{PF   is the subset of final 
set.   }1{1 PtI   ,   }2{1 PtO   ,   }2{2 PtI  ,
  }4,3{2 PPtO    .   }4{3 PtI    }5{3 PtO  ,
  }5{4 PtI  ,   }1,6{4 PPtO  . 

 
9. PETRI NET GENERATES THE ARRAY 
 
The starting array S is the Diamond shape of size 3 which is 
in the initial place P1. On firing t1 removes S from P1 and 
joins the upper cone B1 and put in the output P2 enabling t2 

for firing.  On firing t2 removes the array from P2 and joins 
the lower cone B2 and deposits the resulting array in both P3 
and P4.  On moving the array to P4enables t3 for firing. The 
arrays which are collected in P1 will be a spiral of diamonds 
over an alphabet {b}. When t3 fires, the array from P4  is 
joined with B3 in the left hand side and puts it in P5. As soon 
as an array reaches P5 it enables t4 for firing. When t5 fires 
B4 is joined in the right hand side direction and puts the 
array in P1 and P6. An array reaching P1 again enables t1 for 
firing and so on. The resulting array in P3 and P6 are 
diamond spirals over the alphabets {a, b} alternatively. On 

firing   ntttt 4321  , n = 1, 2, 3 …..puts a Diamond pattern 
of dimension 12 n , 0n  in Place P3 and P6. The 
language produced by by these DATPNs is a set of Diamond 
patterns.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 7: Petri nets generating Diamond array 
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ababa
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a

t

b
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t
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t
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t
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a

t

b
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a

t

b
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1
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Figure 8: Diamond array 

Figure 5: Petri net generating diamond array 
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The resulting array is a Diamond array over a set of 
alphabets {a, b} which is similar to an m x m matrix where 
m = 3, 5, 7, 9………..  In which some places are empty as 
explained earlier. The Petri net producing the array is given 
below. The Resulting Array Generated by the Petri Net: 

 
Theorem 4.1 
 
Any regular diamond array language can be generated by 
DATPNS. 
Proof: 
If we are able to generate any language by a regular matrix 
grammar then we can generate it by a regular array 
grammar. These regular array grammars are able to generate 
by an ATPNS(array token Petri net structure). Therefore the 
diamond array language can be generated by Diamond array 
token Petri net structure (DATPNs). The firing sequences in 

DATPNs will be in the order   0,21 ntt n . Therefore any 
regular diamond array language can be produced by 
DATPNS. 
 
10. CONCLUSION 
 
Petri net models have been characterized widely to produce 
array languages. In this Paper we have defined DATPNS 
which generates diamond array languages. Transitions are 
assigned a condition as upper or lower cone.  On firing these 
transitions, upper and lower cones are catenated with the 
array that come from the input place and generate a diamond 
array language as a result. 
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